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folded up correctly. Of course, these are only a few of theThe Meaning (of Structure) in Life
structural biology milestones that have been reached in
the last few years, and as much as we cannot afford to
mention them all here, Tsonis’s book attempts its bestAnatomy of Gene Regulation—A Three-
to do so.Dimensional Structural Analysis
The chapters on DNA replication, RNA splicing, and
By Panagiotis A. Tsonis
translation are particularly well illustrated. Here, the text
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press (2003).
of the main body accompanies the reader through the
282 pp. $50.00
biology. A very useful lending hand is provided by a
judicious use of schemes and diagrams that explain
how nucleic acids get unraveled, supercoiled, capped,
How does a biologist studying the regeneration of tis- or spliced together. In this combination, atomic struc-
sues in newts and frogs get to write a great book on tures and simplified diagrams work well together and
the molecules of life? A book for the undergraduate and truly let us understand how the process works. Sadly,
graduate biochemist and molecular biologist alike. So this synergy is missing in the chapters on transcription,
full of amazing protein and nucleic acid structures at to which the book devotes, quite rightly for a book on
atomic resolution that it ought to be called “Gene Ex- the regulation of gene expression, a good number of
pression’s Picture Album”? Panagiotis Tsonis’s new pages. An uninitiated reader will find that this omission
book arguably is the first attempt at creating a structural makes it a little difficult to understand the process of
biology’s “hall-of-fame” for most of the great players transcriptional activation, or indeed to appreciate the
in gene regulation, replete with vivid, high resolution differences and similarities between prokaryotic and
pictures of polymerases, nucleosomes, and ribosomes, eukaryotic transcription mechanisms, at which the book
just to mention a few. In this sense, the book is long does hint. While the section on enhancer-binding pro-
overdue. Over the last few years there have been tre- teins and their folds is brilliant, since it illustrates the
mendous advances in the determination of the three- various modes that are used by activators to interact
dimensional structure of gene regulatory proteins and with DNA, other aspects are a little too concise. What
nucleic acid complexes. Yet few books have tried to is missing in the current, first version, of the book, for
incorporate “structure” fully, never mind using it as a example, is a good discussion of the function and mech-
philosophical approach to explaining and teaching mo- anism of general transcription factors and how they work
lecular mechanisms and thus turning it into the founda- with activators to recruit, direct, and activate the core
tion for a whole book on molecular biology, as the author RNA polymerases. Drawing an analogy between bacte-
has done here. rial sigma factors and the TFIID of eukaryotes may have
So how can you teach molecular biology by using been useful in this respect. Also, a discussion of other
the three-dimensional structures of proteins and nucleic eukaryotic DNA-binding factors that activate transcrip-
acids? One may think this would be impossible, or at tion, such as p53, NFB, or even transcriptional repres-
least, we should say arduous, yet progress in structural sor proteins would not have gone amiss. Descriptions
biology has been so staggering that many of the struc- of molecules such as these would have allowed the
tures that are now available, truly explain a lot about reader to learn more about the links between transcrip-
the molecular basis of life. If we just start by considering tion and disease, about the regulation of protein shut-
nucleic acid structures alone, we can now marvel at tling between nucleus and cytoplasm, and about ways
structures that are much more than relatively simple of lowering transcription when a cell does not desire it.
helices. Who would have thought that telomeric DNA The author’s writing style is lively and direct, as it
sequences would form completely different DNA struc- has evolved from his lectures to university students.
tures, so-called G-tetrads, or that catalytic RNA mole- At times, this quirky style of describing molecular and
cules would have folds with cores and packed second- structural biology may seem better suited for a rather
ary structure elements as complex as proteins, as was passionate presentation to eager students than is com-
shown for group I intron ribozymes? Moving on to pro- monly found in a scholarly textbook. However, his style
teins and their complexes, we now know the high-reso- is very well suited in the figure legends that accompany
lution structure of the nucleosome, for example, the the many beautifully illustrated figures and well-chosen
most fundamental repeating structural unit of chromatin structures. Here, it is as if the reader readily understands
that is necessary for the compaction of our cellular DNA. where the author is pointing at with his fingers. What
Equally impressive, we no longer need to guess the the next edition of this book requires is a meticulous
structures of eukaryotic RNA polymerases in order to editing by the publisher. There are many sentences with
understand how they hold on to DNA yet catalyze the missing verbs, articles, or prepositions. For a book that
rapid generation of the RNA transcript. Clamps, flaps, appears to have spent a fair amount of time in the pro-
and holes are now there for everybody to see and ap- duction process (judging by the most recent references
preciate, literally like an X-rayed image of a biological to the scientific literature used by the author), and for a
motor. We can truly imagine how life’s large enzymes, book that retails at $50, this is a little unfortunate. The
such as ribosomes and molecular chaperones, get book does suffer a little from this imperfect editing, but
hopefully this rather simple problem will be addressed,about their essential jobs and get proteins made and
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and everybody will be able to enjoy the book, and not RNAi was coined half a dozen years ago to describe
just those who are quite happy primarily going through a completely mysterious phenomenon in C. elegans
the book by jumping from one tremendously good figure whereby injection of either sense or antisense RNA effi-
to another. ciently inhibited gene function. The following year Andy
As all good things in life take time, we also hope the Fire, Craig Mello, and colleagues showed that the initiat-
next edition will be able to include a few words (and ing agent was actually double-stranded RNA (dsRNA),
many impressive pictures) about the structures and that it acted posttranscriptionally, and that the silencing
mechanisms of enzymes that modify histones and chro- effect could spread between cells (Fire et al., Nature
matin (acetyltransferases, methylases, methyltransfer- 391, 806, 1998; Montgomery et al., Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci.
ases, ubiquitin-transferases/ligases, et cetera) and of USA 95, 15502–15507, 1998). A natural role for RNAi in
nuclear import/export factors, for example. The author C. elegans has not been discovered, although mutation
does have an intriguing chapter on the compartmental- of some genes required for RNAi results in elevated
ization of transcription, for example, yet there are few levels of transposition and desilencing of repetitive
high-resolution structures that one can discuss. How transgenes (reviewed in Tijsterman et al., Ann. Rev.
about a chapter on nuclear import/export? Clearly, there Genet. 36, 489–519, 2002). A similar process called post-
is only so much one can present in 282 pages. And transcriptional gene silencing (PTGS) that also spreads
overall, the author does a great job at conveying his systemically had been carefully documented in trans-
enthusiasm for structural biology. He succeeds in show- genic and virus-infected plants and is now recognized
ing us the giant leaps that have been made in this field, to be RNAi (reviewed in Waterhouse et al., Nature 411,
and leaves us with much thirst for more. 834–842, 2001). PTGS defective mutants are sensitive
It is 50 years since the momentous publication of the to viral infection and plant viruses have activities that
structure of the DNA helix by Jim Watson and Francis hinder PTGS, providing compelling evidence that the
Crick. This represented a great moment in our century’s systemic spread of silencing information provides se-
scientific achievements. But we do not forget that it is quence-specific immunity to uninfected cells. A similarly
also 50 years ago that Max Perutz succeeded in incorpo- satisfactory explanation for systemic silencing in C. ele-
rating mercury heavy atoms into hemoglobin crystals. gans has not yet been proposed, although analysis of
Together with the many bright stars he and others fos- the process has identified a membrane protein that
tered and recruited over the years, he thus helped to transports dsRNA into cells (Winston et al., Science 295,
release a tidal wave in biology whose goal it was to 2456–2459, 2002; Feinberg and Hunter, Science 301,
determine the atomic structures of biological macromol- 1545–1547, 2003). At the close of 1998, RNAi was dem-
ecules. As the presentation speech for Max Perutz’s onstrated in Drosophila and Trypanosomes (Kennerdell
and John Kendrew’s Nobel Prize in Chemistry pointed and Carthew, Cell 95, 1017–1026, 1998; Ngo et al., Proc.
out in 1962, there now was “a firm basis for an under- Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 95, 14687–14692, 1998), initiating
standing of the enormous complexities of structure, of a deluge of reports as group after group showed that
biogenesis and of the functions of living organisms both RNAi was effective in a wide range of invertebrates and
in health and disease.” Sadly, Max recently left us. It even early mammalian embryos (reviewed in Hannon,
remains perhaps a small, but fitting tribute then, that Nature 418, 244–251, 2002). Genetic studies in fungi,
Tsonis’s new book manages to teach us so much about plants, and nematodes identified requirements for RNA-
almost all the mechanisms in molecular biology by using dependent RNA polymerase and members of the
structural biology. Argonaute family, providing evidence for an ancient and
singular origin for RNA-mediated gene silencing
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Gene Expression Programme and Structural & Nearly as remarkable as the discovery and ubiquitous-
Computational Biology Programme ness of RNAi is the rapidity with which the mystery has
European Molecular Biology Laboratory given way to mechanistic insight, including the discov-
Meyerhofstrasse 1 ery of small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) and their use
69117 Heidelberg to initiate effective RNAi in mammalian cells. The long
Germany dsRNA was found to be diced into 21–25 nucleotide-
long siRNA, which then act as guide sequences to target
an unknown nuclease to the target mRNA. The target
mRNA is then sliced 10 nucleotides from the 5 end
of the siRNA. The observation that introducing siRNAs
A Remarkable History directly into C. elegans or Drosophila cells initiated RNAi
suggested that RNAi might be feasible in mammalian
cells. Mammalian cells are exquisitely sensitive to the
RNAi: A Guide to Gene Silencing presence of cytoplasmic dsRNA: a single molecule of
Edited by G.J. Hannon dsRNA is sufficient to induce a stringent antiviral re-
Cold Spring Harbor, NY: Cold Spring Harbor sponse and lead to nonspecific inhibition of gene func-
Laboratory Press (2003). 436 pp. $130.00 tion. However, siRNA is too short to initiate the antiviral
response! The demonstration of siRNAi-mediated RNAi
in mammalian cells has revolutionized somatic cell ge-
netics and the ability to rapidly generate transgenic ani-“Because the mechanism is not known, we will refer to
mals that express constructs that produce short hairpinthis technique as RNAi, for RNA-mediated interference.”
(Rocheleau et al., Cell 90, 707–716, 1997). RNA (shRNA) suggests the onset of a second revolution.
